Channeling
I am Isis, Your Divine Voice, and I invite you to breathe into this safe space we create
together. My dearest children, we are visiting today on a topic that has and will
continue to be discussed and challenged by many, this you now call channeling.
You have all pretended that you do not remember who you are; in fact, you have
created such outstanding roles that you have fully bought into them. But remembering
is easy once you stop being over-identified with the identity you brought into this
lifetime. You only consider as memories those events or feelings you can locate in time
and space; in fact, you do remember so much more but do not trust any of those
images or recollections you cannot specifically pin down.
So far, this forgetfulness has been part of the experience, but forgetting has just been
part of an agreement that is no longer appropriate for you. Remembering is even easier
than forgetting, and a lot less painful, if you may. However, remembering at this point
can be a little tricky if you try to understand or translate the memories within your
current frame of mind. So let’s take a deep breath and allow our minds to relax, so that
you can allow the natural flow of memory into you, not of mental memory of course.
I am addressing this because we are going to remember things about channeling at
this time, and I would like you to feel what we are talking about. As all other human
experiences, channeling is also undergoing deep transformations.
Originally, in Lemurian times, this now you call channeling was a built-in characteristic
of all beings, since it was the ability to communicate with all the surrounding world and
dimensions. This ability was not even realized as something special for it was an
integral part of life. It was so natural.
As evolution continued, the human experience became so intense and absorbing, so
interesting; the human body itself had so many senses that were being discovered,
explored and refined through the physical brain. With these senses, humans were able
to feel into flavors, smells, textures, and all kinds of sensations, and the physical
experience became so unbelievably absorbing that the rest of the awarenesses and
communications that any being could have with other dimensions were set apart. Being
human was really so much that you stopped using such abilities, and eventually, you
began to forget they were there. Humans did continue to have these abilities, for
example, in Atlantis, people was still sensitive but the human experience was much
more interesting than communications with other dimensions.
As you may already know, several experiments were conducted on the brain in
Atlantean times for the sake of uniformity and this ability to sense other dimensions
was locked out of regular awareness. Most of the focus of the awareness and the
senses, as handled by the physical brain were also locked, and all the understanding of
experience was no longer allowed its own natural evolution as has happened up to that
moment. The evolution of the brain and of awareness became subject to control, and it
was then when the layers of hypnosis and belief systems began to accumulate, since
they were not allowed anymore to continue to evolve in its own natural way, to just flow
in and out, and they got stuck.
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When we speak of this kind of things, humans tend to cast a judgment and say that
this was so bad. In a way, let’s remember that the experience of Earth was created to
reenact all that had happened in Creation before. Such abuse of power had taken
place before and then it was taking its physical form of expression. There could not be
mental control before Earth because there were no actual minds to control, but there
were other things that could be controlled, and were controlled.
At that time, there was also an emergency support program, so to speak, created to
keep the consciousness of Earth from falling apart. The magnetic grids were tightened,
and that also contributed to the closing of human awareness. Thus, this fixed the
mental era that you have been living in since then, where you mostly lost connection
with the rest of the dimensions. However, such ability could still be accessed to a
degree and humans were sometimes able to communicate and sense other nonphysical entities and energies.
So much so that you had gods and there were some who could actually communicate
with those energies. But by then, such characteristic was so uncommon that it was
used as a tool for power, and to mark distinctive religious, social or governmental
ranks. Only a few were able to sense into the non-physical and to translate the
messages, but in so many cases, religious or political interests caused the distortion of
such messages just to maintain a position or keep people under control. And this was a
type of channeling too, if we consider it as the ability to open up to other entities,
energies or dimensions, and to translate such information into human understanding,
whether in words or clear feelings.
As time went by, we came to the time of prophets. Sometimes, the entities that came in
to work with the prophets were entities with an agenda, and who really did not care
much about the human who was receiving the information. They just would come in
and out, not always honoring the mental and physical integrity of the human. Prophets,
so many times, were burnt down with the energies that came to them. So by then,
channeling was seen as something that made people go crazy. The conditions of Earth
were radically different from what they are now, and the energies of such incoming
entities were pretty harsh sometimes, so they did affect the individual who was
receiving the messages. Still, this also has been part of the experience. On the other
side of the veil, there were many who did not agree on such a way of communicating
with humans, since they were often breaching the individual’s free will, given that the
person was not usually aware of what was really going on. That’s why so many prophets
died young and crazy. These humans gave this service to others in love, but it was not
always fair for them.
Many of those in charge of supporting and holding the energies of Earth, such as the
Archangels, who loved humanity so much, continued to look for ways to communicate
with humans without causing any breakdowns to their physical and mental integrity.
However, there were always humans who were more sensitive than others and who
continued to establish contact with other entities and energies, for personal reasons
which ranged from healing to evil. And there came such a time when religious leaders
and organizations decided that, for the sake of all, it was better to rule out any such
abilities and cast them out as evil in all of its forms. The hunt was so exhaustive that
you may feel the fear of opening up again, as this sense of guilt became very ingrained
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in mass consciousness. So anyone who still might have wanted to undertake such
activity had to do it in hiding.
And then we come to the late 20th century. The evolution of human consciousness and
of Earth itself required entities to communicate with humans again as directly as
possible. It was important for us on the other side of the veil to fulfill our commitments
with you to help you remember who you truly are while you were still in human form.
Several tests were done on how to communicate with you in a safe way, and
channelers began to appear. It was select group of humans who had prepared
themselves for that in a way, and who were able to begin by relaying the messages they
received. And entities such as Kryon and Metatron came in to find the optimal ways to
do this in the threshold of a huge leap of consciousness. These entities working with
humans were deeply committed to honor and respect the person’s will to bring this
information in or not, and also very willing to work closely with the human if he or she
accepted to such work.
And yet, channeling 20 or 30 years ago was not at all what channeling is right now.
Several things have changed, mainly, the veil of consciousness has thinned and human
consciousness has expanded so much more.
A new generation of channelers came into scene. Of course, I say a new generation in
terms of the skills and abilities they were able to tap into and develop, but still the
number is quite reduced. These channelers were fully aware of what they were doing
and very present in their bodies; so they were able to meld their consciousness with
the entity and also to tap into the consciousness of the audience in order to make it an
integral part of any given message. This has been called shouding1. And this has been
pretty innovative. Usually, when people hear or read a channeled message, they
consider it simply as a relay, but it is not. The channeler is putting his/her entire body
of consciousness into service.
And lately, this has changed even more, since as the channeler recognizes his/her
sovereignty and becomes more and more integrated, the way of channeling evolves
with the person. It is not longer just the entity and the audience, but the conscious
channeler choosing to provide this service by putting his or her entire body of
consciousness and human experience in communicating such messages.
Let me put this in other words. Most of the messages now are lived and experienced by
the channeler, who is the embodied counterpart of a team on the other side of the veil,
before such message can be clearly transmitted to others. Then, such channelers own
the experience and are able to convey it a lot more clearly.
We are delighted to be able to work with humans this way. And the good news is that
such experience is available to anyone. Opening up is sometimes a frightening
experience because of the past we have spoken of, but in times to come, we see so
many humans coming to trust themselves so much and becoming sovereign that the
inter-dimensional communication will be simpler and widespread.
We, the channeled entities, are not the owners of the wisdom; we convey a wisdom
that belongs to all and that each of you can tap into it as you continue to open up your
1

See Crimson Circle Library.
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awareness. This characteristic is rightfully yours, and we are willing to come to you, if
you so choose.
Channeling starts with trust, either as a channeler or as the recipient of the message.
And it is true that there are many entities with agendas trying to communicate with you
too. So trusting and discernment are very important. Whenever you feel any energies
communicating with you, feel into them to see if you resonate. Whenever you read any
channeled materials, feel if you resonate with them.
Agendas may transmit fear, warnings and predictions of the future. Allow channeling to
be a token of the opening of your awareness into the rest of the universe that you are,
with a sense of trust but not with an idea of protection.
These are indeed amazing times and you are dearly loved.
September 5, 2012
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